Compare
Everywhere

Get the lightning-fast, dead accurate way to compare files, everywhere

Simple to deploy &

Support on a Mac &

On-premise or hosted cloud

maintain

in a browser

deployment options

Taking two documents into an application to run a comparison
isn’t always the most efficient way anymore. Comparisons should
happen instantly, accurately and within other applications.

Js/api

Comparison embedded in
other document platforms

Embedded not just integrated

We’ve gone beyond traditional integration and are working with
leading legal technology providers to embed Compare

The beauty of Compare Everywhere.

Everywhere within their user experiences.

Whether users are in the office or on the move; whether they’re

It couldn’t be easier for developers, IT teams and end users to get

accessing documents from the desktop, mobile or tablet; whether

the power of DeltaView comparison inside the applications they

in email, an extranet, a data room or a Document Management

use each day.

System; on a Mac or in a browser; tied to their desk or on their
mobile, they can get a fast, accurate DeltaView comparison
instantly.
Redlines can be generated, with all changes categorized, in
seconds, saving valuable time. The new version can also be saved
back to the desktop, a document management system or in
whichever application the user is working.
Easy to deploy. Easy to manage. And Completely Secure

Installed on-premise or hosted in the Cloud, Compare Everywhere
gives users the speed and accuracy of DeltaView comparison on

You and Compare
Everywhere…

any device, but without the need to deploy to the desktop. This

If you’re a technology provider or in-house

removes the risk of sensitive matter files being transferred to third

developer and would like to know how to

party cloud infrastructures.

embed Compare Everywhere in your own
applications, turn over and find out more!

Compare
Everywhere

Get the lightning-fast, dead accurate way to compare files, everywhere
How it works

First select your preferred deployment option by choosing either

Infrastructure requirements (On-Premise/Cloud)

on-premise or hosted cloud service.

CPU: 64-bit architecture-based computer with Intel or AMD
processor with 4 cores

Now choose how you want to embed the experience in your

Memory: 4GB RAM

solution.
Embedding Option: JavaScript Library

Workshare has written a JavaScript component, DeltaView.js,
that represents the best way to show changes between two
documents. It’s simple for you to embed the full DeltaView
experience consistent with our current desktop application.
Embedding Option: APIs

Storage: 1GB free disk space for installation
Supported Operating Systems: Microsoft Windows Server
2008 R2 Standard x64 Edition (with SP1)
Microsoft Windows Server 2012 R2 x64 Edition
REST endpoint proxy: Microsoft Windows Server 2012 R2 x64
Edition
Comparison Types: Compare.doc files, .docx, track change
documents, RTF documents, .pdfs, .pptx and plain text files

If you prefer to unlock the power of the comparison engine by
building a unique, tailored experience across your platform, then
use our extensive REST APIs and create something special for
Compare Everywhere Front-End

your users.

(DeltaView.js)

Customizable JavaScript component
or a prepackaged web app

Commercial Options:

Choose the commercial option that makes sense for your
business, either tying to the presence of an existing licensed
Workshare user or choosing from multiple commercial OEM
options that support white-labeling.

Compare Everywhere On-premise

Compare Everywhere Cloud

On-premise deployment,
integrated via REST API

MS Azure deployment,
integrated via REST API

(Compare Server)

(Compare Service)

Can be hosted by Workshare or
the technology provider

About Workshare
Workshare is dedicated to helping professionals compare, protect and share their high stakes documents. Since 1999, Workshare has developed and released
intelligent technology for business services firms. Now, more than two million professionals use Workshare around the world.
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